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being a practical simpleton, and no politi-
cian, I foolishly opted for pay. At once an
extra £1 a week was granted. I then pointed
out that at Salisbury we had similar men
doing the same work, and was promptly told
to be content with what we had got for
St. Thomas's. Such was their logic.
Of course, within a month or two the extra

£1 was swallowed up in the general wages
increase, and once again our technicians were
no better off than the unskilled workers. And
so, more or less, they remain to-day.-I am,
etc.,

J. G. BOURNE.
St. Thomas's Hospital,
London S.E.1.

Management of Emergencies

SIR,-On Sunday 23 May, while driving
through north-east Surrey, I stopped and left
my car to go to the assistance of a man who
had collapsed in the street. He had been
unconscious for about three minutes and
examination showed that he had suffered a
cardiac arrest.

I immediately commenced external cardiac
massage, while a nurse who had also come to
his assistance attended to the airway. In a
short while his pronounced cyanosis was
much reduced and he had started breathing,
making artificial ventilation unnecessary.
The prompt action of a bystander and the
equally prompt action of the emergency
services produced an ambulance some five
minutes after I had commenced cardiac
massage.
The following ride to the general hospital

was uneventful, cardiac massage being main-
tained, and, together with the oxygen carried
in the ambulance, the patient became quite
pink. On the way the driver radioed that we
would arrive with a priority case, probably
heart failure, demanding emergency atten-
tion. On arrival it was about two minutes
before a doctor made an examination of the
patient, and he stated that there were faint
heart sounds. I continued cardiac massage
while the doctor called for and injected
coramine intravenously. The doctor left and
after a minute or two the ambulance men
returned to remove the patient to the casualty
department. I had to organize this move-
ment and maintained cardiac massage
throughout.

In casualty, massage continued and the
doctor administered another analeptic intra-
venously and gave oxygen with the mask
upside down. After another few minutes and
a further examination for heart sounds, the
doctor remarked, " I think he was dead when
he arrived. I don't think there were any
heart sounds at all."
The doctor then walked away with no

further comment.
The remaining people present, including

myself, stood aimlessly around until the
nurses decided to look for some idtentification
on the body; at this point I left.

Each person reading this account must
draw their own conclusions, but several
inescapable facts present themselves.

(1) There was no form of airway on the
ambulance; fortunately it was not essential
in this case.

(2) Although priority calls were sent from
the ambulance there was no prompt recep-
tion.

(3) No organized emergency services at the
hospital.

(4) No E.C.G. or defibrillator apparently
available.

(5) Only one doctor present-no qualified
person available to take over cardiac massage.

This letter in no way is intended to suggest
that the patient would certainly have been
saved had the recognized procedure been
applied, but nevertheless one cannot be
satisfied until all techniques have been
attempted to no effect. At how many
hospitals throughout the country would this
patient have received the same lack of treat-
ment ? While some hospitals are fully
equipped and trained to carry out an
emergency programme for these patients,
why is this not completely standard drill
throughout the country ?

In this age of modem medicine and
National Health Service it is deplorable that
a patient's chances of survival are dependent
upon the hospital to which they are taken.
An emergency ambulance service is provided
which is generally very efficient in terms of
speed, but are the ambulance crews trained
to a high enough standard to diagnose and
treat emergency cases effectively or must
survival rest in the hands of a qualified
passer-by ? It would seem reasonable that
the emergency ambulance crews should be
qualified medical auxiliaries and paid appro-
priately for the very responsible job that they
perform.

Finally, although hospital staffs are over-
worked and underpaid I do believe the public
has the right to have life itself treated less
cheaply.-I am, etc.,

Chertsey, Surrey. B. J. HUGHES.

Sir Henry Dale, O.M.

SIR,-Having enjoyed the special privilege
of working for eight years in close associa-
tion with Sir Henry Dale, when he was chair-
man and, afterwards, scientific consultant of
the Wellcome Trust and I was its scientific
secretary, I would like to add this personal
note to the tributes (5 June, p. 1450) to him
on the occasion of his ninetieth birthday.
Others better qualified than I have testified
to his outstanding scientific and scholarly
achievements and his many discoveries in
medical research; I will refer, rather, to
those personal characteristics which have
made-and still make-him so incomparable
an adviser and so delightful a colleague and
companion. In the first place there are his
great wisdom and kindness, and his tolerance
towards much less active and well-stored
minds; in the second, his prodigiously reten-
tive memory, not only for the knowledge
acquired in his youth in an unusually wide
range of subjects, but also for the details of
recent advances in medical science, particu-
larly, but by no means exclusively, in his
own subjects of physiology and pharmaco-
logy. From the Wellcome Trust's point of
view he has been, in himself, the equivalent
of a battery of expert committees; and I
have no doubt that he still is.
Then there is the almost incredible store

of physical and mental energy-certainly a
great part of the secret of his success-which
has enabled him in his eighties, after a full
and exacting day's work in the Trust's office,

to go home, change into evening dress, and
dine out (on at least two nights a week) where
he can revel in informal and stimulating con-
versation in congenial and heterogeneous
company. He must be one of the very few
people who have found it necessary, at the
age of 86, to purchase a new dinner jacket
(" as the one made for me when I was Presi-
dent of the Royal Society is now rather old-
fashioned and getting a bit shiny)." On
public occasions, as is well known, he has
made innumerable apt, entertaining, and
elegant speeches ; and if these speeches
latterly have been mostly of a reminiscent
nature, well, that is exactly what his hearers
expect and hope for from him.
My own experience of Henry Dale as a

conversationalist, although my wife and I
have frequently enjoyed his hospitality and
that of his equally charming and hardly less
remarkable wife, Lady Dale, in their suc-
cessive homes, was acquired especially at the
Royal Society of Medicine, where he and I,
sometimes with other colleagues or with
visitors from overseas, would lunch most
often during my service with the Wellcome
Trust. Over the luncheon table, especially
when we were alone, he would discuss not
only important developments in world affairs,
in medical research, and the Trust's current
problems, but also our common interests in
literature and our friendly disagreement about
the merits of " modern " art. I recall, also,
delicious occasions on which, from the
copious recesses of his memory, he would
recite whole series of poems by Swinburne
or Belloc, both of them among the admired
authors of his youth. At a suitable cue he
would also tell a series of delightful stories in
Irish dialect; he could have made a good
character actor, and his friendly and generous
reminiscences of former colleagues, whether
in anecdote or in writing, are enchanting.
Only quite recently he completed, for the
Royal Society, a splendid biographical
memoir of his teacher at Cambridge, Sir
Michael Foster, K.C.B., F.R.S.

During my last year with the Wellcome
Trust, when he was already 88, he remarked
to me one day in the street, with kindly
consideration and probably more penetration
than he realized, " Don't try to keep up with
me if it makes you short of breath."

I am happy indeed to be able to salute on
his birthday a very great man and a great
friend.-I am, etc.,
London N.12. F. H. K. GREEN.

Points from Letters

Life-saving Drugs
Dr. S. W. VIVIAN DAVIES (Beacon, Cornwall)

writes: There has been a marked increase in the
number of consultations, which in essence have
been to obtain free lotions, cough medicines,
analgesics, antacids, and dressings, not overlook-
ing the pills for sleep and tranquillizers. I think
the time has come to copy the Australians and
list drugs into two sections. I believe that it Is
essential to our N.H.S. that the "life-saving"
drugs remain free. Surely the Joint Formulary
Committee would be willing to vet the Australian
list of drugs ? They could introduce " British "
modifications. What do others think about it ?
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